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AUTOMORPHISM OF A FINITE GROUP SCALAR
ON THE COSETS OF A SUBGROUP
SAID SIDKI

Abstract
Let G be a finite group, o an automorphism of G,
M a cr-invariant subgroup of G, and n a fixed integer. If a(g)eg"M
for all^eC then there exists a cr-invariant normal subgroup K of G,
contained in M, with o(g)egnK for all geG.

1. Introduction.
result.

The purpose of this paper is to prove the following

Theorem. Let G be a finite group, a an automorphism of G, Ma oinvariant subgroup ofG, andn a fixed integer. If o(g)egn M for all geG then
there exists K a a-invariant subgroup of M, K<G, and a(g)egnK for all

geG.
It follows from the theorem that G=GlK is «-abelian; i.e., (ab)n=anbn

for all a, beG. Such groups have been classified by Alperin in [1].
It is well known that for n—\, /Ccan be taken to be {[G, a]).
When M is the trivial subgroup, we refer to a as a scalar automorphism.
In this case [G, a]^Z(G), and a is a fixed point free automorphism iff
(n-l,o(G))=l(see[2]).
Throughout this paper G will stand for a finite group and a for an automorphism of G. We will find it convenient to regard G and (a) as embedded
in the semidirect product of G by (a); e.g., [g, a] =g-1a~1ga. The rest of
our notation is standard (see [4] or [5]).
2. Preliminary results.
Lemma 1. Let a be an automorphism of G of prime order p. Suppose
[x, a, o] = e for all xeG such thatxp=e. Suppose furthermore that for some

yeG, [y, a, a\=e, yet [y, o]^e. Then Op(G)*E.
Proof.

Denote CG(a) by H. Let yeG such that e^z=

[y, a]eH. Then

zp=e, z1= [y~\ 0-]-!= [y, of'1, and zxeH.
Let teH, tp=e. Then, as [ty, a, d\—e, we have, from e=[tv, cro-:l]=

[t», <r-i][r>,a],
[ty, a]-1 = [t\ <r-i].
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Since tvz=tv[tv,

[April

a],

[r**, o-i] = [tv, cr]-i

and so [tv, a] commutes with z. Thus, z1 commutes with [t, zj. Let t=z\h\
heH. Then the iterated commutator [It, 3z1]=e. In other words, zx is a
left Engel element of H and so by a theorem of Baer [5, p. 212], z1eO„(//).
Ify^1 is substituted for>> in the preceding argument we get zeOp(H).
Let veZ(Ov(H)), o(v)=p. If xeG and o(x)=p, then xfeH. Lety=v~g,
geG. Then, [y, v]= [v~B,v]= [g, 2v]vl is an element of H. Since veOp(H),
[g, kv]=e for some positive integer k. Thus v is a left Engel element of G;
hence, veOv(G)¿¿E.
Definition and Remark.
Let « be a fixed integer and G a finite group.
Define jV(G) = (g\geG and gn=e).^V(G) is a characteristic subgroup of
G. Let ■yV0=v'V(G) and define ./f~¿ inductively as the preimage of
^t7'(G/^r/'¿_1)in G. Let JTn = U£L0-^i- Then o(Gj^Vao) and « are coprime.
In the sequel, we will let « be a fixed integer, and M a cr-invariant subgroup of G such that a(g)=gnm(g), m(g)eM, for all geG.
We begin with an inheritance-type lemma the proof of which is direct.
Lemma 2. Let F and H be a-invariant subgroups ofG, F<i H, and 5 the
automorphism induced by a on H=H\F. Then

M n H = (M n H)F¡F
is a-invariant and

5(h) = hnm(h),

m(h) eM C\H,

for all heH.

Lemma3. [M, o-f-yf"«,£ M.
Proof.

Let geG, teM.
a(g)

o^gt)

= gnm(g),

= t-^gntm(gl) = er(0_1ff(g)ff(0 - ff(0-1£B>«teM0-

Thus, [gn, a(t)t-v\eM.

If n and o(G) are coprime then [G, [a, t]]^M

for

all teM; thence, [a, M]G^M. Now if Jf œ£ M, then by Lemma 2 we may
translate the situation to G/^V^ ; in which case we are finished. We may
assume that there exists geG, g^e and gn=e. Then a(g)egnM=M
and so
geM; i.e., Jf0£M. On applying induction to o(G), and since o(G/J/'0)<

o(G), JÍ Kç M; the proof is finished.
Lemma 4. Suppose a\M=\.
(i) G""*LiçM,

Then

(ii) gn_1 commutes with m(g)for all geG,
(iii) /or any subgroup H of G, ([H, a]) is o-invariant.
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Part (i) follows from ai(g)egn'M, i integer ^0. As for part (ii),

a(g~1)=g~nm(g-1)=m(g)-1g-nimp\iesg"m(g)g~n=m(g~1)-1.Onex.pa.nding

each term of a(g) = a(g1"1/n)a(g1/") and employing the previous equation
we get a=m(g)o~1eM; now (ii) follows from a(a)=a. To prove part (iii) it
suffices to observe, [g, 2o-]=[g™_1, a].
Lemma 5.

Suppose o(o)=p,

pen(G).

Let np=\

modulo exp(G), and

[M, o] = E. Then [G, a]^NCr(P), where PeSy\p(G).
Proof.
We proceed by induction on o(G). We may assume that for
some xeG such that o(x)=p, x$M. Then, asn=l mod/», we get [x, 2o]=e
and [jc, o]?¿e. Thus by Lemma 1, Op(G)^E. The conclusion follows by
applying the inductive hypothesis to GjOv(G).
3. Proof of the theorem. Let G be a counterexample of minimal order.
Clearly, the only subgroup of M normal in G is E. From Lemmas 3 and 4
we conclude that [M,a] = E, (n,o(G))=\,
noM = \ modulo exp(G). In
addition, we may regard M to be a maximal subgroup of G. There are
proper nontrivial normal subgroups in G. This is certainly true if (o(o),
o(G))t¿1, as is implied by Lemma 5. On the other hand if o(a) and o(G)
are coprime then o(G) is odd; otherwise, if xeG and o(x)=2, then xn=x,
[x, a]0<a)=e, and xeM. In this case, by the Odd Order paper [3], G is

solvable.
Let H be a minimal nontrivial normal subgroup in G; therefore H is
semisimple and //#G.
Then G = HM and /? = ([//, o-])= ([G, o-]> is crinvariant nontrivial normal in G. So, G = RM.
Suppose Gj^R and let M0 = RnM. Furthermore, suppose M0 is trivial.
Then a is fixed point free on R and is scalar n on R. Hence R is an elementary abelian (/-group for some prime q. Let xeR, teM. Then [xt, o] =
(xt)n-1m(xt), and [xt, a]=[x, a]t = (xn-1)'. Since (xt)n-1=f(x)tn~1
where
f(x)eR, we conclude tn~1m(xt)=e and f(x)=(xn~1)t;
so by Lemma 4,
r"-1 commutes with (x"^1)*. Moreover, since n— 1 and o(x) are coprime, x
commutes with fn_1. Hence, R commutes with Mn~x\ so, M11'1 is trivial.
Furthermore,
from tn~1=m(xt)~1 = e, we get a(xt)—(xt)n;
therefore,

/?= [G, cr]çZ(G), and so M<G which is impossible.
Hence, £#M0<M and a(k)ek"M0 for all keR. Since R^G,
exists A'oa subgroup of M0, K^E,

there

K0<3R, such that o induces a scalar n

on RIK0. K1=KÔi^Mq, Kx<R and so K^G which is impossible.
So far then, G = R=Ha(H), HC\a(H) = E, elements of//commute with
those of a(H), and H is simple nonabelian. Again we make use of the Odd
Order paper and let x be an involution in H. Since x commutes with
[x, a], [x, a]2—e. Also, since [x, o]eM, H is ^-invariant and o2 is trivial
on H. Consequently, o(a)=2; however, using Lemma 5, Rj^G. A contradiction is reached and the theorem is established.
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